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Disruptive digital forces are driving a collision of trends that are impacting organizations across
industry verticals…
Key technology trends
Innovation acceleration and
pervasion of technology
Big data
Artificial intelligence/machine learning
Ultra-fast data transmission
Cloud-based services
APIs/modular architecture
Blockchain/DLT
Autonomous agents and things
Robotic Process Automation
Integrated seamless experience
Proliferation of content

Tech driven macro trends impacting (non-exhaustive)
Customer needs and expectations
Customers are “always on” and expect customized, humanized,
real-time interactions across channels
New players and disintermediation
Specialized business models are springing up along previously
integrated value chains
Globalization and resources
New economies, middle-classes rising, political interventionism,
traditional resources dwindling
New culture and way of working
Employees expect flat hierarchies, flexible work-life options, and
ability to make an impact quickly
New types of uncertainty and risk
New risks fall outside of traditional risk capabilities and responsibilities
(e.g. cyber attacks, hidden asset bubbles)
Changing regulations
New regulations are being introduced in areas of conduct,
transparency, customer protection, etc.

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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…in parallel to the megatrends which imply a massive workforce change

A shock of LABOR DEMAND
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AUTOMATION
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of jobs bear a
high probability of
automation

•
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A shock of LABOR SUPPLY

Immediate
customer
feedback
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HYBRID
CONSUMERS
Client value
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EMERGENCE OF
MILLENNIALS

AGEING
SOCIETIES

TALENT
MIGRATION

50%

44 years

40%

of 2020 workforce
will be millennials
Premium

Use of digital tools to improve working conditions
Need for flexibility in the organizational model
Simplification at all levels of the client experience
Need for new and rapidly changing skill-sets
Collapse of the Middle Management

Source: Oliver Wyman research and analysis
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Low cost

median age
of global graduates
in developed
to come from China
countries in 2030 and India in 2020

• Global competition to attract and recruit the best talent
• Multi-generational workforce with distinct
career expectations
• Attraction and retention of Millennials
• Adaptation of work environment to fit senior
population needs
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Not only the size of the workforce but also its composition and therefore the required skill set will
change over the next years…
The future of jobs across industries

Skills shift across industries
1

Professionalization and
efficiency
45% of current
jobs can be
automated…

3

Change in
composition

Enterprise
transformation
…and ~30% of remaining
jobs will have significantly
different main tasks

Change in
skillset

Transactional

100%
10%
45%

… but only 10%
of these jobs
are really
threatened…

2

90%

Transactional

~30%

Change
in size

Relational

Relational

Expertise
Expertise
As Is

~2025

Source: Oxford University, OECD, France Stratégie, World Economic Forum, Oliver Wyman Analysis
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…thereby requiring new types of roles to bridge the gap between the available and future
capabilities
Changing skills requirements
Banking industry illustration

Data scientist role and activities (abstract)

Social
skills
Cognitive
abilities

Analyze networks of
customers and
products

Process
skills

Analyze customers
and customer
behavior and
develop service
offerings

Key skills required
for data scientists

Resource
mgt. skills

Aggregate data to
statistically analyze,
and interpret it

Systems
skills
Content
skills
Technical
skills

Track trends and
make forecasts

Complex
problem
solving skills
Physical
abilities

Growing skills demand

0

5
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Share of respondents, %

Stable skills demand

Solve business
problems using data
and analytics

Declining skills demand

25

Source: World Economic Forum, Future of Jobs (2017)
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Changing skillset dynamics will require organizations to rethink their Learning & Development
proposition
EVOLVING SKILLSET LANDSCAPE
Broader cognitive skills will
overtake narrow technical skills

Shorter shelf-life
for skills

Ongoing skills development critical
(especially given inadequate
upstream education)

Heatmap of target skills for future workforce – Banking industry illustration
2
LEADERS
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DIGITAL

HR

OTHERS

Complex Problem Solving

1

Social Skills
Process Skills

Mixed skillsets
– will all require
development
on technical

Systems Skills
Resource Mgmt. Skills
1

Technical Skills
Cognitive Abilities

Medium importance

2 Leaders to be flexible,
experimental, unafraid to fail,
collaborative
3 Broadening skillset to strategic
thinking, and strong social/
collaboration
4 HR as strategic partner to
business

Content Skills
Highly important

Training on technical skills for
all employees (new “hot”
digital skills targeted only for
specific teams)

Least important

Areas requiring development/differences from today

Sources: Oliver Wyman, Role of HR in 2020-2025, Mercer , The Future of Jobs Report (World Economic Forum)
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In addition, organizations will increasingly need to look beyond internal workforce to access critical
skills….

Internal, primarily HR led

Description

Build

Talent implications

Buy

• Develop talent inside
the organization

• Targeted hiring of
external talent

• Strengthen
apprenticeship model

• From competitors,
suppliers, tech,
banking, start-ups

• Separate on-boarding
for D&A capabilities

• Acceleration of
talent that knows
the business

© Oliver Wyman

External, with substantial business involvement

• Significant effort
to formalize training
• Balance with
external hires to get
mindset shift

Consortia

• Jointly create talent
pool before
competing for
individual portion
• Industry effort to lift
talent standard

Partnerships

Freelance model
organization

Crowdsource talent

• Partner with
• Hierarchy-free/self• Acquire mass
complementary party
managed
candidate referrals
(e.g. vendor,
organization that is a
using social networks
university, etc.)
matchmaker
• Either open (from
• Incubate talent
• Companies get
general public,
in partnership
support on an
recruiters) or internal
organization
on-demand basis
(from employees)

• (Re)attract graduates
from top universities • Based on economies
of scale and mutual • Test interfaces
• Hire alumni
benefit for growth
for long-term fit

• Certainty and stability • Gather intelligence
• Acquire talent looking • Project-based
workflow allocations
for different and
about industry/peer
• Need strong HR
and talent allocation
stable working
approach/
understanding of
environment
capabilities
• Hunting ground
profiles and pool
• Collective upskilling • Trial-running different for buying talent
• HR to primarily lead
cultures & learning
of existing workforce
• Hard to manage
talent search
• Flexible interfaces
sustained growth

• Accelerates scaling
up
• Fast access to vast
and niche talent
pools
• Liquid and borderless
workforce – online
networks can reach
across the world
on demand
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…while thinking about the value proposition to staff helps both segment needs and clarify the
“contract”
Talent Value Proposition framework
Create staying power through a unique proposition with purpose
• Provide me with meaningful and fulfilling work that matters
• Make me proud to work for a company that makes a positive impact on society through
a compelling mission and vision
• Help me feel like I belong here
Purpose
Create a differentiated experience
• Support me with my career journey
• Provide me with flexibility to make work “work” for me
• Help me manage my physical, financial and emotional well-being
Careers

Well-being
Provide a competitive compensation and benefits offering
• Pay me fairly and competitively
• Reward my contributions
• Provide programs to manage my health and wealth

Compensation

Benefits
CULTURE

© Oliver Wyman
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Addressing these issues not only require close Business / HR partnership, but for employees at all
levels to take ownership of their careers

SOURCE

Co-design future workforce strategies across all relevant talent pools
Acquisition

Where do we find our future talent and how do we get it?

On-boarding

How do we integrate the next generation of staff?

Career paths

How do we make our career paths more “agile”?

Learning

BUILD

Compensation / Benefits

How do we enable flexible career paths across the company?

Location

Where do our staff want to work and in what offices, if at all?

Leadership
Culture
TRANSITION

How do our staff want to be compensated in the future?

Mobility

Employee Value Proposition

© Oliver Wyman

What skills do our staff need to learn and how do we train them?

Outplacement
Alumni / Retirees

What are our staff looking for in working for a modern company?
How does our leadership have to change?
What culture do we want / need in the future?
How do we manage significant layoffs,?

Business Leaders
Taking an active role in
working with HR to
define future skills and
roles, and attract and
retain talent;
proactively leading and
growing talent

HR
Anticipating internal
and external changes
that could effect talent;
proactively proposing
strategies and being
nimble in implementing
change

Employees
Proactively seeks
growth opportunities,
including leveraging
learning and
development
programs; takes
ownership for career

Can we access critical skills after they have left the company?
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We see 5 key success factor to address the fundamental workforce of the future program

Key success factors

1
2
3
4
5
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Think business

Understand commonalities and differences in your markets and businesses

Think holistic

Systematically consider all the potential factors impacting the workforce,
including market trends and those unleashed by your group digital agenda as
well as local initiatives

Think visionary

Consider multiple, even radical market trends as foundation for future business
capabilities, driving changes in workforce

Calculate
and assess

Qualitatively asses impact of business capabilities on roles and accurately
quantify both the demand for, and supply of, FTEs and skills under
different scenarios

Think
implementation

Define easy-to-use roadmap, supported by self-explanatory playbooks for
business units, facilitating and speeding-up subsequent implementation. Foster
mutual learning and best practice sharing between businesses
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Questions
and
Discussion

QUALIFICATIONS, ASSUMPTIONS
AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
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reproduced, quoted or distributed for any purpose without the prior written permission of Oliver Wyman. There are no third party beneficiaries with respect to this
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